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Budget amount (if known) 

unknown 

 

Are you making the submission as an individual or club / group / 

organisation? 

Individual 

 

Site location (if applicable) 

2 and 4 McGregor Ave, Mt Martha 

 

How will this project make a difference to the community? 

This project will significantly reduce flooding and road damage on McGregor Ave, 

and will avoid constant flooding and damage to private properties at 2 and 4 

McGregor Ave. Currently, the stormwater for properties and surface water in 

McGregor Ave, Robinson St and Hearn Rd properties that back onto McGregor 

Ave discharge ALL their stormwater into these two private properties as there is 

no drainage to divert this flow into Finlayson Creek. Effectively our private 

properties are being used as public stormwater drains. 

 

Do you currently have money (partial or otherwise) to fund this project? 

No 

 

Do you plan to seek additional funding sources, i.e. grants, donations, etc. 

No 

 

Are there other community members, organisations, businesses, etc. that 

you are, or might, work with to help deliver this project? 

no 

 

Are there key stages, timelines of dates for this project? 

ASAP 

 

Has funding previously been sought for this project? 
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No 

 

Will this project require ongoing maintenance or continued financial support 

from the Shire? (if known) 

Unsure 

 

Do you want to be heard at the S223 Hearing? 

No 

 

Submission attachment/s 

 Stormwater_Letter3.pdf 

 

 

How did you find out about this consultation? 

local councillor 

 

All or any part of this submission will be made public and I have read the 

confidentiality statements 

I understand 

To view all of this form's submissions, visit 

https://shape.mornpen.vic.gov.au/index.php/dashboard/reports/forms_new/data/78 

  

  

 

This is not SPAM. You are receiving this message because you have submitted feedback or signed up to Shape 

our Future.  
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ACTION TAKEN TO DATE 

Prior to 2019, 2 McGregor Ave, was an empty block. The owner of 4 McGregor Ave was able to partially divert the 

storm water with a levy so it bypassed his main residence and channelled the stormwater to number 2. The 

stormwater would still flood his front yard and driveway, but at least did not threaten his home. The block at 

number 2 has now been developed, so the storm water is now causing considerable damage to that private 

property. 

The owner at number 4 installed some drainage infrastructure, at his own cost, to try and capture the stormwater 

and prevent it from flowing through his property. This has included installing, pits, grates and a substantial amount 

of piping down the side of the property. Unfortunately, this is still insufficient to cope with the sheer volume and 

speed of water coming down McGregor Ave during heavy rain events (as demonstrated in the video links).  

 

RECENT COUNCIL RESPONSE 

After reaching out to Councillor Antonella Celi, she kindly referred me to Peter Young in your drainage maintenance 

department. He has visited the site and assisted us by installing a silt pit to try and capture the silt so that the private 

drainage installed at 4 McGregor Ave does not get blocked up so easily.  

We are extremely grateful for this assistance, however it is only of minimal benefit in heavier rain events when the 

sheer volume of water overwhelms the modest private drainage that has been installed at 4 McGregor Ave. It’s also 

unreasonable that one private resident should be responsible for managing the entire stormwater load for two 

public streets and the associated homes that discharge their stormwater into those streets (with council permission). 

Peter has advised us that the Strategy Department will be making a formal budget submission to install proper 

stormwater drainage to permanently solve the problem. We respectfully urge you to support this proposal. 

I am prepared to offer an easement over my property at 2 McGregor Ave for proper stormwater infrastructure to be 

installed if it is of benefit. I will also give council permission to perform works on my property immediately to help us 

mitigate the ongoing damage the stormwater is causing. I have already incurred considerable expense re-

constructing our landscaping and drainage 4 times as it keeps being wiped out by the stormwater in heavy rain, 

however no amount of domestic landscaping and drainage will be adequate to manage the enormous volume of 

water being directed into our property. 

Most recently, the water has penetrated underneath the house and we are now concerned that the footings and 

foundations could become compromised. This water washed underfloor debris over 20 metres and exited under our 

pool decking (photos below) Our house was properly engineered to be build on a hillside, however there was no 

requirement or indication that we would need to accommodate a municipal load of stormwater coming through our 

property. 
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SUMMARY 

There is an urgent need to install proper stormwater drainage infrastructure for the following reasons: 

1. It is not appropriate, safe, nor fair, for two private properties to be the defacto storm water drains for an 

entire public street and the numerous properties that discharge their stormwater onto those streets. Our 

private properties are effectively being used as public stormwater infrastructure; 

2. The amount and speed of water flowing into these properties during large rain events is dangerous and 

damaging to the properties affected. These rain events are not infrequent; 

3. It’s unreasonable that on one hand council permits properties to discharge stormwater onto the street, but 

on the other hand does nothing to stop all this stormwater from flowing directly into someone else’s private 

property; 

4. If residents are forced to take their own private action to mitigate the water flows, it will result in potentially 

unintended consequences including flooding of the road, flooding of other private properties and 

neighbourhood disputes; 

5. Council may have a legal liability and duty of care for any damage and public safety as a result of the current 

stormwater situation. 
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MAP HIGHLIGHTING ALL THE PROPERTIES THAT DISCHARGE STORMWATER INTO ROBINSON AND MCGREGOR AVE 

WHICH FLOWS DIRECTLY INTO 2 AND 4 MCGREGOR AVE 

 

  

2 & 4 McGregor Ave, 

Mt Martha 

Low point of road 

Properties discharging stormwater 

into Robinson St and McGregor Ave 

Stormwater flow path 
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VISIBLE STORM WATER/DRAINAGE PIPES DISCHARGING INTO ROBINSON ST AND MCGREGOR AVE TRENCH 

GUTTERS 
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CROSSOVER PIPES ENABLING UNIMPEDED WATER FLOW DOWN ROBINSON ST AND MCGREGOR AVE 
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STORMWATER INFRASTRUCTURE ON NEARBY UNSEALED ROADS 

Gray St, Mt Martha 
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Alexandrina Rd, Mt Martha 
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Sunshine Drv, Mt Martha 
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PRIVATE DRAINAGE AND LEVY BANK AT 4 MCGREGOR AVE TO TRY AND MITIGATE FLOODING OF PRIVATE 

PROPERTY FROM PUBLIC STORMWATER 
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